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Abstract. Textures or high-detailed structures as well as image object shapes contain information 
that is widely exploited in pattern recognition and image classification. Noise can deteriorate these 
features and has to be removed. In this paper, we consider the influence of textural properties on 
efficiency of image enhancement by noise suppression for the posterior treatment. Among possible 
variants of denoising, filters based on discrete cosine transform known to be effective in removing 
additive white Gaussian noise are considered. It is shown that noise removal in texture images using 
the considered techniques can distort fine texture details. To detect such situations and to avoid 
texture degradation due to filtering, filtering efficiency predictors, including neural network based 
predictor, applicable to a wide class of images are proposed. These predictors use simple statistical 
parameters to estimate performance of the considered filters. Image enhancement is analysed in 
terms of both standard criteria and metrics of image visual quality for various scenarios of texture 
roughness and noise characteristics. The discrete cosine transform based filters are compared to 
several counterparts. Problems of noise removal in texture images are demonstrated for all of them. 
A special case of spatially correlated noise is considered as well. Potential efficiency of filtering is 
analysed for both studied noise models. It is shown that studied filters are close to the potential 
limits.  
Keywords: texture analysis, image denoising, DCT-based filtering, visual quality. 
 
1. Introduction 
Image texture features are widely exploited in numerous applications of pattern recognition [1], 
remote sensing [2], similarity search in large databases [3]. In such applications, acquired (original) 
images are often degraded by noise that, in fact, might be the main destructive factor that prevents 
solving all related practical problems. Indeed, image fine texture details can be essentially disguised 
by the noise, and denoising is often a desired stage in the image processing chain. However, 
alongside with a positive effect of noise removal, the filtering can distort texture images in a larger 
or smaller extent. Hence, denoising should be performed more carefully in the case of texture 
images or texture regions of real-life images. For this reason, the noisy data should be analysed to 
make a decision in the followed filtering stage [1-5].  
 One can argue that there are many efficient image denoising techniques proposed recently 
[4-11]. Indeed, in the case of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), several filters have 
demonstrated good performance on different test images [11, 12]. However, practically all of them 
run into difficulties in preserving texture. This regards partial differential equation based and total 
variation based denoising techniques [9, 10]. Similar problems also arise for sliding window filters 
and other modern approaches [4, 13-15]. Methods based on orthogonal transforms, in particular, 
discrete cosine transform (DCT) and wavelets [15-20] usually perform quite well [4]. The main 
reasons to apply DCT are obvious. Firstly, DCT has a good compactness of signal energy or 
“sparseness”. Secondly, DCT can be performed in blocks to be adapted to a local structure of 
processed images and to noise characteristics [4, 18]. By excluding small amplitude spectrum 
components of transformed image data, noise removal is attained on one hand. On the other hand, 
the DCT-based denoising methods are, anyway, not perfect in the sense of texture preservation. 
While for some textures and noise intensities considerable improvement in output mean square error 
(MSE) or peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is gained, there are also situations when practically no 
improvement is observed according to conventional criteria as output MSE or PSNR.  
 Another class of image denoising filters belongs to the group of so-called nonlocal filters [5, 
6, 8, 11, 21-23]. These filters exploit self-similarity of image fragments (patches) and can be also 
equipped by other denoising mechanisms such as 3D DCT-based filtering for collected patches [21]. 
However, these filters also may result in distortion of image texture details, introduction of artefacts 
and they may run into difficulties for high-frequency data [12, 18, 19]. Recall that the worst 
efficiency of denoising has been observed for the most textural images Mandrill (also called 
Baboon) and Grass among the considered test images in [12, 24, 25]. Moreover, just for these 
images the potential limit of filtering efficiency for the case of additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN) is the highest (the worst). Thus, texture preservation is problematic even for the most 
advanced filters.  
 In this sense, several aspects are worth mentioning. Firstly, practically in all papers dealing 
with texture preservation, noise is supposed to be AWGN although it can be also spatially correlated 
[15, 25, 26]. For this reason, it is worth paying more attention to the case of spatially correlated 
noise. Secondly, there are different approaches to determine potential limits of noise filtering 
applicable for different groups of filters [12, 18, 26] and noise models, and analysis of these lower 
bounds could be interesting to understand texture images as well as the problems and limits in 
texture denoising efficiency. Thirdly, filter performance is mostly considered in terms of 
conventional criteria (metrics) as output mean square error (MSE) or peak signal to noise ratio 
(PSNR) [9, 11-23]. Meanwhile, visual quality metrics [7, 25] as well as other statistical parameters 
as moments [4] are worth using to characterize texture feature preservation by filters. Finally, in 
practice, it could be fine to predict how denoising can affect an image at hand. In particular, a 
natural question often arises: “Is denoising really needed for a given image or image fragment?” 
This question most frequently arises for texture containing images which is the main subject of our 
study.  
 First steps forward in attempts to answer this question have been made in the papers [18, 27-
29]. In [18, 27] the authors have shown that there is a connection between simple statistics of DCT 
coefficients in 8x8 blocks and filtering efficiency. Due to this, these statistics can serve for 
predicting a parameter characterizing filtering efficiency as, e.g., the ratio of the output mean square 
error (MSE) and AWGN variance. Furthermore, a set of test images used to obtain such dependence 
did not contain enough texture images to get precise approximation and to reach the final goal of 
decision-making while denoising.  
 It has been demonstrated [25, 28] that other parameters describing denoising efficiency such 
as improvement of PSNR (IPSNR) and improvement of PSNR-HVS-M (IPSNR-HVS-M) (where 
PSNR-HVS-M is visual quality metric [30]) can be predicted as well. Moreover, very accurate 
prediction can be achieved if a trained neural network (NN) is applied for approximating the 
dependence between statistical parameters of a noisy image and a parameter characterizing 
denoising efficiency [29]. Although textural images were present in the training set, thorough 
analysis of prediction accuracy just for texture images has not yet been performed.  
 Thus, there are several prime goals of this paper. First, we would like to present a wide set of 
simulation data characterizing denoising efficiency of two DCT-based filters [16, 21] for textures 
with different properties and various intensities of AWGN and spatially correlated noise. Filter 
performance is characterized not only by conventional criterion (PSNR) but also by a visual quality 
metric. The second goal is to analyse denoising efficiency and compare it to lower bounds that can 
be determined for a given noise model. The third goal is to consider how well efficiency of 
denoising can be predicted and how to exploit prediction data. 
 The structure of this paper is the following. Section 2 describes image/noise models as well 
as DCT-based filters used in our study. Section 3 discusses how lower bounds of filtering can be 
determined and what they are for different images. It also describes the considered metrics of 
denoising efficiency. Section 4 deals with approaches to prediction of filtering efficiency, in 
particular, of the method that uses a trained NN for this purpose. Some details concerning numerical 
simulations are presented in Section 5. Analysis of the obtained results is carried out in Section 6. 
Then, Conclusions follow.    
  
2. Image/noise models and considered filters 
In our study, we consider a simple yet conventional image/noise model. It is assumed that an 
observed noisy one-component (greyscale) image is  
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where ij  are pixel indices, trijI  and ijn  are true image value and noise, respectively, Im,...,1 Ii ?  and 
Im,...,1 Jj ? , ImI  and ImJ  define image size. 
 Concerning the true image, it is assumed to be textural since texture preservation is of our 
main interest in this paper. These can be real-life or artificial textures. Noise is supposed to be zero 
mean and Gaussian having variance 20? . Note that we do not restrict ourselves by considering only 
white noise. Instead, we assume that noise can be both white (independent identically distributed – 
i.i.d.) and spatially correlated. In the latter case, it can be characterised by 2D autocorrelation 
function or 2D power spectrum in Fourier or other orthogonal transform basis, e.g., DCT. For 
spatially correlated noise, we assume the following. First, far correlation does not exist and only 
neighbour pixels have essential correlation of noise values. Without loss of generality, we assume in 
simulations that noise has the same main (vertical and horizontal) cross-sections of 2D 
autocorrelation function. A more important assumption is that noise spatial correlation properties are 
supposed to be a priori known [7] or pre-estimated with an appropriate accuracy [15]. This allows 
taking them into account at the filtering stage.   
 In this paper, two DCT-based filters are considered. Before giving their brief description, let 
us explain why they have been chosen for our analysis. The BM3D filter [8, 21] is considered to be 
a state-of-the-art for suppressing AWGN. This filter is not especially suited for processing texture 
images but it provides practically the best results for many test images including such textural test 
images as Baboon and Grass [10, 12] according to conventional quality metrics (output MSE or 
PSNR) and visual quality metrics, e.g., SSIM [31] – see data in [10]. Besides, BM3D has various 
modifications including those for spatially correlated noise [32, 33]. 
 The sliding DCT-based filter [7, 16, 43], which is a particular case of BM3D, is much 
simpler and faster than BM3D. Meanwhile, this filter is able to preserve texture well enough [4] and 
performs close to the BM3D and other advanced filters [24], especially for texture images [25]. 
Besides, the standard DCT-based filter can be also easily modified to take into account available 
information on properties of spatially correlated noise, namely, normalised DCT spectrum in 8x8 
pixel blocks ? ? , lkWnorm  where 7,...,0, ?lk  are indices and 0k l? ?  relate to a direct current (DC) 
component.   
 BM3D filter exploits two denoising mechanisms [21]. First, patches (blocks) of size 8x8 
pixels most similar to each given (reference) block are found. Then, these patches are collected 
together and the obtained 3D array (usually of size 8x8x2n) is transformed to a spectral domain 
using separable 2D DCT transforms and vertical (1D) Haar transform.  
Search for similar blocks and DCT-based denoising are two main operations although there 
are other auxiliary operations used to improve the filter performance (see [8, 21]). The modification 
of BM3D for spatially correlated noise removal [33] has two differences from the original one. 
Firstly, the Bray-Curtis distance [34] is applied for similarity search; it is defined as 
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where R  denotes features of reference, Q  are query features, N  is a number of features. As 
features, DCT coefficients in compared blocks are used ( 64?N ). Secondly, frequency-dependent 
thresholds equal to ? ? ? ? , 0 k,lWlkT norm??? , 7,...,0, ?lk  (the recommended  2.6??  [7, 16, 23] or 
slightly smaller [35]) are used in hard thresholding of DCT coefficients. These two modifications 
have allowed reaching about 2 dB improvement of output PSNR and PSNR-HVS-M compared to the 
direct application of the conventional BM3D filter [33].  
 The sliding DCT-based filter performs in DCT blocks of fixed size [43] where the size 8x8 
pixels is a good choice [4, 18]. For each block position, direct DCT, hard thresholding of the 
obtained DCT coefficients and inverse DCT are performed. Next, for each image pixel, the obtained 
filtered values are averaged using overlapping blocks to which this pixel belongs. Full overlapping 
of the blocks (where neighbour blocks are shifted by only one pixel with respect to each other) 
produces the best performance in terms of most quantitative criteria (although faster processing is 
reached for partial overlapping of the blocks) [16]. The same standard hard threshold is applied for 
all spatial frequencies ? ?  6.2, 0??lkT , 7,...,0, ?lk  in the case of AWGN but it should be frequency 
dependent ( ? ? ? ? 6.2, 0 k,lWlkT norm?? , 7,...,0, ?lk ) for spatially correlated noise [7]. It is possible 
to vary a little the thresholds using a factor value slightly smaller than 2.6 [4] to improve the filter 
performance. However, the benefit of using  ?  specially adapted to a given image and noise 
intensity is not large compared to the case of using the fixed  2.6?? . Besides, adaptation 
mechanism is still unknown. Thus, all the data below (see Section 6) are obtained for  2.6??  for 
both BM3D and sliding DCT-based filter.             
 
3. Lower bounds of filtering efficiency  
Researchers dealing with image denoising and filter design are well aware that performance of any 
filter depends upon properties of the true image. P. Chatterjee and P. Milanfar [12] provided lower 
bound of image denoising for nonlocal filtering under conditions that noise-free image is available, 
noise is additive white and its variance is known a priori. Analysis has been carried out in terms of 
output MSE (although it could be easily interpreted in terms of output PSNR).  
 The considered approach to determine the lower bounds has several limitations and 
shortcomings: it requires noise-free images be available (later this shortcoming has been overcome 
in [36]), an underlying noise has to be white and all the results in [12] are for Gaussian noise only.  
 Despite of this, the results obtained in [12] are very useful. In particular, it has been shown 
that a potential (limit) output mean square error (  potoutMSE ) [36] for a given noise variance 
2
0?  can 
vary in very wide limits. The ratio 20 ?potoutMSE  can be from 0.01 (and even less) for simple 
structure (cartoon) test images and high noise intensity to about 0.9 (and even higher) for highly 
textural test images corrupted by moderate and low intensity noise. This shows that there can be 
practical situations when filtering is in fact, useless, and being applied, it can lead to texture 
smoothing as shown in the paper [10].  
 Another important conclusion in [12] is that existing advanced filters practically reach the 
lower bound of filtering efficiency for textural images if noise is intensive, i.e., if 10020 ?? . 
Although noise of such intensity can be present in real-life images, we are more interested in less 
intensive noise which is more typical in practice and is still visible and annoying in observed images 
[7]. Besides, results in [12] are presented for only two really textural images (Mandrill and Grass) 
whilst a more thorough analysis is needed for textural images with a wider range of texture 
properties variation. 
 Note that the approach in [12] to determine denoising potential efficiency is not unique. 
Another approach, which is especially suited for texture images, is based on their description by the 
model of fractal Brownian motion (fBm) [26, 37]. The fBm model [38] has been found suitable to 
describe a wide range of natural textures, especially as they appear on remote sensing images. Recall 
that fBm model is described by only two parameters: Hurst exponent that relates to fBm-texture 
roughness (H varies from 0 for rough texture to 1 for smooth) and variance of fBm increments on 
unit distance 2x?  that describes the fBm amplitude. To provide an idea of what kind of textures can 
be represented by fBm-model, two examples of simulated textures are given in Fig. 1 for 3.0?H  
and 7.0?H . 
 
   
 a b 
Fig. 1. Examples of isotropic fBm textures. 3.0?H  (a) and 7.0?H  (b) 
 
 To obtain the MSE filtering lower bound based on fBm-model, image filtering is viewed 
preferentially as a parameter estimation problem. The image is tiled into non-overlapping scanning 
windows. Pixels within each scanning window (SW) form a noisy observation of Y . Each k-th 
element of Y  has coordinates ? ?kk ji ,  with respect to SW centre. The central pixel has index 0k  and 
coordinates ? ?00, kk ji . The problem to solve is thus to estimate the intensity (true value) of the central 
pixel ? ?000 , kk jixx ?  together with the texture parameters ? ?Hx ,? . The full parameter vector is, 
therefore, ? ?0,, xHx??θ . Having stated the previous definitions, the Cramér–Rao lower bound 
(CRLB) of estimate θˆ  in terms of MSE can be derived based on the corresponding Fisher matrix 
? ?θI : 
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trI ??? , YR  is data sample Y  correlation matrix. Then, the filtering lower 
bound on MSE ( fBmMSE ) is finally obtained as the corresponding element of the inverse matrix 
? ?? ? 1?θI : 
0
1 xfBm IMSE ? . 
 Note that nRRR XY ?? , where XR  is the correlation matrix of image noise-free texture and 
nR  is the noise correlation matrix. For the fBm-field correlation matrix, elements of the XR  matrix 
are given in [38] as 
 
 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ?????? ???????? HkkkkHkkHkkx jjiijijikk 22122122222121221 5.0, ?XR .         (3)  
 
Noise correlation matrix can take different forms. Among them, Gaussian and exponential noise are 
commonly used. Here we model correlated noise by applying box filter (filter support is ss nn ?   with 
3?sn ) to the uncorrelated noise. In this case, the matrix nR  elements are found as follows:  
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The value of fBmMSE  for the whole image is found according to the following algorithm. For each 
p -th SW, fBm-model parameters are estimated (this can be done using either noise-free or noisy 
image, the noise parameters might be known or preliminary estimated). This allows to calculate 
correlation matrix YR , Fisher matrix element  0xI  and  ? ?pMSEfBm  bound for this single SW. 
Finally, fBmMSE  is found by averaging ? ?pMSEfBm  over all image scanning windows. 
 Note that the bound fBmMSE  has its own limitations that are important for our analysis. First, 
fBm-model is not adequate for all kinds of image textures. Edges, anisotropic textures, highly non-
Gaussian textures do not match to this model. In this case, previous fBmMSE  bound overestimates 
potential filtering MSE. Second, fBmMSE  bound does not reflect the gain due to image filtering in 
overlapping scanning windows (that is the case for DCT and BM3D filters). This also leads to 
overestimated fBmMSE  values. Third, fBmMSE  bound is local and does not take into account non-
local image redundancy (used by BM3D filter). Therefore, fBmMSE  bound is a pessimistic estimate 
of potential filtering MSE achieved by non-local filtering methods. 
 Although the approaches [12] and [26] considerably differ from each other, the main 
conclusions that follow from them basically coincide. Meanwhile, it could be interesting to compare 
the obtained lower bounds, at least, for the case of AWGN. An obvious advantage of the approach 
[26] is that it allows determining  potoutMSE  for the case of spatially correlated noise.   
4. Neural network based prediction of filtering efficiency                      
Clearly, it is good to know potential efficiency of filtering in advance or to pre-estimate it. The 
Chatterjee and Milanfar approach [36] allows doing this quite accurately without having a noise-free 
image, but intensive computations are required. However, practically reachable outMSE  can differ 
from the potential error potoutMSE  and this difference can be significant [36]. Then, it is desirable to 
have estimates (prediction) of denoising efficiency for existing filters. The main idea of such a 
prediction is the following [27-29]. Suppose that it is possible to quickly estimate one or several 
statistical parameters of a given image that are quite strictly connected with a parameter (or 
parameters) that characterize denoising efficiency. If such a dependence or approximation exists and 
it has been obtained in advance, then it is possible to calculate this statistical parameter(s) and to 
determine parameter(s) that characterize denoising efficiency. One possible action then is to 
undertake a decision on whether or not it is worth applying filtering. Another decision could be to 
change filter settings compared to the conventional (recommended) ones.   
 Here we do not concentrate on decision undertaking. Instead, we show that there are 
statistical parameters and metrics that describe denoising efficiency for which essential correlation 
exists. Moreover, this correlation allows carrying out a quite accurate prediction. One possibility to 
characterize denoising efficiency is to use the ratio 20?outMSE  [27], where  
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f
ijI  denotes filtered image value in ij-th pixel. Note that the ratio 
2
0?outMSE  is strictly connected 
with another parameter called improvement of PSNR (IPSNR) expressed in dB and calculated as  
 ? ?outMSEIPSNR 2010log10? .                                                 (6) 
 
 It has been stated many times [30, 31] that standard output MSE or PSNR do not adequately 
characterise visual quality of images, in particular, images after filtering [31]. Then, other metrics, 
the so-called visual quality indices or human vision system (HVS) metrics, are to be employed. One 
of them is MHVSPSNR ??  [30] , defined as  
 ? ?MHVSMSEMHVSPSNR ???? 210 255log10 ,                                      (7) 
 
where  MHVSMSE ?  is a specific for human vision system MSE. Algorithm of MHVSMSE ? calculation 
takes into account two peculiarities – different sensitivity of HVS to distortions in low and high 
spatial frequencies as well as masking effects which are typical for texture (see [30] for more 
details). Then, it is possible to calculate the improvement of MHVSPSNR ??   which is the 
difference of PSNR-HVS-M  values after and before filtering, expressed in dB:   
 ? ? ? ?noisy MHVSMHVS MSEMSEMHVSIPSNR ?? ???? 210210 255log10255log10  ? ?MHVSnoisy MHVS MSEMSE ??? 10log10 ,                                                              (8) 
 
where noisy MHVSMSE ? denotes a specific for human vision system MSE between noisy and original 
image. 
 Thus, there are, at least, three parameters able to characterize denoising efficiency 
quantitatively. A question is what statistical parameters are able to jointly characterize image and 
noise properties that influence denoising efficiency. Originally, dependence between filtering 
efficiency and some statistics of DCT coefficients have been noticed in [18], where the AWGN case 
was studied. The statistical parameters considered later in [27] were probabilities ?2P  and ?7.2P . The 
probability ?2P  is an estimate of probability that absolute DCT coefficient values in 8x8 blocks of a 
given image do not exceed 02? . In turn, the probability ?7.2P  is an estimate that absolute DCT 
coefficient values in 8x8 image blocks exceed the threshold of 07.2 ? . Direct current DCT 
coefficient is not used in this probability estimation. Noise standard deviation 0?  is assumed to be 
known a priori or accurately pre-estimated.  
 Following an analysis in [27-29], it is better to use ?2P  than ?7.2P  (prediction is more 
accurate). Moreover, it is possible to employ other probabilities as, e.g.,  ?5.0P , which is an estimate 
of probability that absolute DCT coefficient values in 8x8 blocks of a given image do not exceed 
05.0 ?  [29]. Below we concentrate on considering mainly ?2P  as the most studied statistic.  
 Here, the estimates of probabilities are considered because each image has a limited size and 
only one realization of the noise is available. It is not necessary to use in estimation all possible 
positions of the image blocks. Usually it is enough to have 500 non-overlapping or partly 
overlapping blocks to obtain an estimate, which is accurate enough for our purpose [29]. The 
reasons for this will become clear later. Note that ?2P  can be, in fact, regarded as the mean of local 
estimates obtained in blocks. Alongside with the mean, it is also quite easy to calculate other 
statistics such as median, variance, and higher moments or statistical parameters [29].    
 Here it is important to mention that estimation of the aforementioned probabilities can be 
made quickly enough because DCT in 8x8 pixel blocks is a fast operation and is performed for not 
all blocks. Therefore, the probability estimation is much faster than the standard DCT-based filtering 
itself.   
Analytical descriptions of the dependences between 20?outMSE  (or IPSNR or IPSNR-HVS-
M) and abovementioned probabilities have been obtained as follows. The main operation is to form 
a scatter-plot where vertical axis corresponds to 20?outMSE  (or IPSNR or IPSNR-HVS-M) and 
horizontal (argument) axis relates to one of the probabilities. To get a better picture, Fig. 2 presents 
two examples of scatter-plots – IPSNR vs ?2P  and IPSNR-HVS-M  vs ?2P  (AWGN case) . 
Compactness of the scatter-plot points clearly indicates that there are strict connections between the 
considered parameters. The correlation is, obviously, larger for IPSNR vs ?2P .  
 
a                                                                               b  
Fig. 2. Scatter-plots of IPSNR vs ?2P  (a) and IPSNR-HVS-M vs ?2P  (b). 
Obtained approximations for DCT-based filter (shown above) are the following: 
? ??27.6exp012.0 PIPSNRpred ??? ,                                                         (9) 
? ??23.8exp002.0 PMHVSIPSNR pred ????? .                                                (10) 
The scatter-plots in Fig. 2 have been obtained using a large number of test images corrupted by 
AWGN with variances from 4 to 625 and processed by the sliding DCT-based filter. More scatter-
plots are presented in [27, 28] and they are more thoroughly studied there. Here, it is more important 
to stress the following. First, dependences can be both increasing or decreasing but they are 
monotonous. Second, there are areas of ?2P  (smaller than 0.5) where it seems not expedient to 
perform filtering due to its low efficiency. Third, scatter-plots can be more or less clustered. In the 
latter case, prediction based on using only one statistic of DCT coefficients is less accurate.  
 The proposed filtering efficiency prediction starts with curve fitting into a scatter-plot. Then, 
estimating a selected statistical parameter (e.g., ?2P ) and having a fitted curve (e.g., its analytical 
expression) for a chosen metric (e.g., IPSNR (6)) one easily obtains the predicted estimate of 
denoising efficiency. Small errors in estimation of ?2P  or ?7.2P  due to a limited number of analysed 
image blocks lead to small errors in prediction. These errors can be ignored since points in a scatter-
plot obtained for particular images stand more or less aside the fitted curve. In other words, 
prediction based on a parameter describing a noisy image in aggregate cannot be absolutely 
accurate.      
 The accuracy of the proposed prediction estimate depends on many factors, namely, what 
statistic is calculated in blocks and then processed, what metric is approximated, how a scatter-plot 
has been obtained (what test images and noise variance values have been used), what function has 
been used for fitting, etc. Some conclusions and recommendations in designing prediction methods 
and tools can be found in the papers [27-29] and they are the following. Properties of test images 
and noise variance values shall vary in wide limits in order to have arguments (values of ?2P  or  
?7.2P ) in wide limits covering values of these probabilities that can be encountered in practice. Not 
only mean probabilities characterize denoising efficiency. Parameters that describe filtering 
efficiency are connected with distribution of local estimates (in blocks) of the considered 
probabilities [28, 29]. Then, it is possible to employ not one but few parameters derived from the 
local estimates:  
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 For the obtained set of local estimates ? ?nP ?2ˆ  of the probability ?2P , it is possible to 
calculate different statistical characteristics and to use them together for a prediction. These statistics 
can be jointly used via pattern recognition. For this purpose, we propose to employ a simple feed-
forward neural network (NN), the multilayer perceptron [39]. 
 The results presented in the paper [29] show that a good set of input parameters includes 
mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis of the local estimates. Therefore, the proposed NN structure 
has four inputs, ten neurons in one hidden layer (chosen empirically), and one output neuron. The 
NN has been trained using Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm for 128 test images 
distorted by noise with ten levels.  
 Goodness of fit R2 [40] was used to characterize approximation ability of the NN. Recall that 
the values of R2 larger than 0.9 are considered good. For IPSNR (6), prediction is already good even 
if one uses only ?2P  (R
2 is about 0.95) and it increases by about 0.011 due to a use of the trained 
NN. For IPSNR-HVS-M (8), the scatter-plot based prediction using ?2P  is considerably worse (R
2 is 
about 0.83). However, the use of the trained NN as an approximator allows providing sufficiently 
better R2 (about 0.95 for the DCT-based filter and about 0.91 for BM3D [29]).        
5. Numerical simulation details                    
We have carried out simulations for twelve test images, all of them are either textural or contain 
mainly textural regions. These images are presented in Fig. 3. Eight of these test images taken from 
the texture image database (USC-SIPI Image Database) have been earlier analysed in the paper [25] 
and they represent textures of different grain size and contrast (these images have indices from 1 to 
8 assigned to all test images for convenience of their further analysis). For this reason, we have 
entered into analysis four other textural images (some of which are quite popular and have been 
already used in different papers) with indices from 9 to 12. The reason of adding them to the initial 
set was to consider images that are natural and have not anisotropic textures.  
 Three variance values have been considered for both i.i.d. (white) and spatially correlated 
noise cases. Noise variance equal to 25 (low level) corresponds to practically invisible white noise 
but noticeable spatially correlated noise [7], which is desirable to suppress. Noise variance equal to 
100 can be referred to middle intensity noise. This noise is seen in visual inspection for both white 
and spatially correlated cases. Finally, the third value of the noise variance (225) relates to the case 
of intensive noise, which can be considered annoying for white and, especially, spatially correlated 
cases. Therefore, we study different practical situations that can be met in different applications. 
To each test image, ten realizations of white and spatially correlated noise with 
aforementioned values of noise variance have been added. Thus, for each test image, there were six 
sets of its noisy versions. For each noisy image, local probabilities ? ? blKkkP ,...,1 ,2ˆ ??  have been 
obtained using all possible positions of blocks (if 512ImIm ?? JI , ? ? ? ? 25502575127512 ?????blK ). For each set, processing has been carried out by the DCT-based 
filter with fixed thresholds or with frequency-dependent thresholds for white and spatially correlated 
noise, respectively. 
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Fig. 3. Test texture images and their indices 
Additionally, processing has been carried by the BM3D filter for AWGN or its modification 
(as described above) for spatially correlated noise.     
For the denoised image, the following parameters have been determined:  
- outMSE , then PSNR  and IPSNR  (6);  
- MHVSMSE ? , then MHVSPSNR ?? (7) and MHVSIPSNR ?? (8);  
- predicted values predIPSNR  (9) and predMHVSIPSNR ??  (10) as it is described in Section 4; 
- Milanfar&Chatterjee lower bound potoutMSE  [12] (only for AWGN, see the first part of Section 3) 
that has been recalculated to  ? ?potoutpot MSEIPSNR 2010log10? ; 
 
- fBm-based lower bound fBmoutMSE  (for both AWGN and spatially correlated noise, see the second 
part of Section 3) that has been recalculated to  
 ? ?fBmoutfBm MSEIPSNR 2010log10? . 
 
 Since potoutMSE  and 
fBm
outMSE  are recalculated to 
potIPSNR  and fBmIPSNR , respectively, we 
will further refer to an upper bound while considering potIPSNR  and fBmIPSNR .  
 The obtained parameters have been later averaged for the considered noise realizations. 
From one to another realization, the values of the metrics IPSNR  (6), MHVSIPSNR ?? (8), 
predIPSNR  (9), and predMHVSIPSNR ?? (10) changed by no more than 0.2 dB. Thus, after 
averaging, we have accurate estimates of the considered metrics for providing reliable conclusions.  
     
6. Analysis of the obtained results    
6.1 AWGN case 
Let us start from considering a case of AWGN. Simulation data for the smallest value of 
noise variance (25) is given in Fig. 4 where six values ( IPSNR  and predIPSNR  for the DCT based 
filter, IPSNR  and predIPSNR  for the BM3D filter, potIPSNR  and fBmIPSNR ) are presented for each 
test image.  Analysis of data allows concluding the following:  
1) For all considered test images, analysed metric values are quite small, usually less than 3 dB.  
2) There are no obvious differences between all six parameters for most test images. The 
exceptions are the test images ## 8, 9, and 12 where potIPSNR  is sufficiently larger than other 
values; for these images, either texture is quite regular (test image # 8) or there are quasi-
homogeneous regions (## 9 and 12), this allows expecting benefits from finding similar patches 
used in nonlocal denoising;  
3) Values of IPSNR  for the DCT-based and BM3D filters differ only a little. The differences 
are less than 0.5 dB for all test images. Therefore, the more complex BM3D filter does not produce 
obvious benefits compared to the standard DCT-based filter in the considered practical situation;  
4) Moreover, IPSNR  for both the DCT-based and BM3D filters is often smaller than 1 dB 
showing that, in fact, there is no reason to carry out denoising by any filter. These are examples 
when denoising is useless.  
5) Prediction performs well enough and the corresponding values of IPSNR  and predIPSNR  
differ by less than 0.7 dB. Hence, prediction is able to indicate when there is no reason to perform 
denoising.  
6) The values of potIPSNR  are always larger than the corresponding fBmIPSNR  where the latter 
upper limit values practically coincide with predIPSNR  for the sliding DCT-based filter.  
  
Fig. 4. IPSNR metric, predicted and upper bound values for AWGN with 2520 ?? .   
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Fig. 5. IPSNR metric, predicted and upper bound values for AWGN with 10020 ?? .    
 
Fig. 6. IPSNR metric, predicted and upper bound values for AWGN with 22520 ?? . 
 Fig. 5 represents the obtained data for middle level AWGN. Conclusions that can be drawn 
are practically similar to those given above. The difference is that practically all values 
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corresponding to each other in Figures 4 and 5 have increased. This confirms the known fact that it 
is easier to suppress a more intensive noise. It becomes, in general, more reasonable to apply 
denoising although there are still textures (test images ## 1, 6, 10) for which the positive effect due 
to filtering is quite small. There appear images for which data for the BM3D filter and potoutMSE
practically coincide (e.g., test images ## 1-3). 
 The results obtained for the largest variance (225) are depicted in Fig. 6. Efficiency of 
denoising continues to increase. For most images, predIPSNR  for both the standard DCT-based and 
BM3D filters becomes not worse than 3 dB. Such improvement is often visible if one compares the 
original and processed image. There appear test images for which BM3D sufficiently outperforms 
the standard DCT-based filter. This is, in particular, the test image # 3, which has a regular texture. 
Due to this, BM3D finds similar blocks and exploits this similarity in denoising. Meanwhile, 
denoising efficiency for the test image # 10 is still low despite the high noise level. 
 One might expect that other filters perform better than these two considered above. To check 
this, we have analysed performance for a set of different filters. First of all, we have tested the 
Guided filter [22]. It performs almost perfectly if there are available noise-free patches that can be 
met in a filtered image. If such patches are absent (as this often happens in practice), the filter 
efficiency drops radically. Because of this, below we consider the following five filters. First, these 
are two wavelet based filters [19, 20] that we denote in Tables 1 and 2 as Translation invariant 
wavelet shrinkage (TI-WS) and BLS-GSM, respectively. Both filters exploit data on noise variance 
or noise standard deviation (STD) supposed to be a priori known.  A third filter, a nonlocal means 
filter (NLM) [23] is a good representative of non-local denoising techniques. As a fourth filter, we 
analyse the BM3D filter [21] data which are given in Figures 4-6. This allows indirect comparison 
of other filters to data in Figures 4-6. Finally, the Geodesic path filter [14] (further denoted as 
Geodesic) was originally designed for processing colour images. But it also has a single-channel 
(2D) version (kindly provided to us by Prof. Bogdan Smolka) [14].  We also present data for noisy 
images subject to further processing.  
 The main conclusion is the following. No one of the considered counter-parts performs 
considerably better than the BM3D filter. There are few cases when Portilla’s filter [20] (BLS-
GSM) slightly outperforms BM3D but usually the BM3D filter is more efficient. The results for 
NLM and TI-WS filters are even worse, and the geodesic path filter competes only for large values 
of noise variance. Thus, the task of texture filtering is difficult for a wide set of the considered 
denoising techniques.  
 Consider now the metric MHVSIPSNR ?? . Recall that we can determine 
MHVSIPSNR ??  for two filters and two predicted values for  MHVSIPSNR ?? . The results for 
2520 ??  (STD=5) are presented in Fig. 7. The main observations are the following. All values of 
MHVSIPSNR ??  both derived and predicted are close to zero for all analysed twelve images. The 
results for the BM3D filter are slightly better than those for the sliding DCT-based denoising but the 
difference is not large (less than 0.2 dB). Prediction is good enough although prediction errors can 
reach 0.6 dB and are larger than for IPSNR. Small values of MHVSIPSNR ??  indicate that there is 
no reason to apply filtering to enhance images.  
  
 
 Table 1. Simulation results for test images and different filters, PSNR (dB)  
Image 
index STD Noisy TI-WS BLS-GSM NLM BM3D Geodesic 
1 
5 34.15 33.36 34.50 34.23 34.37 25.82 
10 28.16 27.89 29.25 28.75 29.05 24.64 
15 24.66 25.05 26.47 25.91 26.18 23.31 
2 
5 33.06 32.51 33.91 34.41 34.97 29.01 
10 27.55 27.92 29.36 29.49 30.20 27.17 
15 24.64 25.86 27.02 27.21 27.72 25.63 
3 
5 33.10 32.92 34.05 34.95 35.24 27.99 
10 27.54 28.04 29.48 30.08 30.57 26.44 
15 24.62 25.72 27.21 27.72 28.06 24.87 
4 
5 33.17 32.60 33.91 34.54 35.06 28.74 
10 27.79 28.12 29.37 29.67 30.29 27.06 
15 24.62 26.01 27.15 27.31 27.87 25.53 
5 
5 33.32 32.47 33.87 34.56 34.70 30.21 
10 27.68 27.65 29.05 29.81 29.70 27.99 
15 24.62 25.55 26.76 27.64 27.37 26.43 
6 
5 32.94 32.26 33.36 34.31 34.56 27.63 
10 27.54 27.12 28.60 29.09 29.35 26.15 
15 24.62 24.37 26.20 26.46 26.60 24.56 
7 
5 32.74 32.55 33.78 34.54 35.10 30.27 
10 27.16 27.93 29.22 29.88 30.30 28.17 
15 24.23 25.86 27.04 27.70 27.81 26.52 
8 
5 33.02 33.90 35.11 35.11 36.28 31.47 
10 27.54 29.40 30.97 30.97 31.82 28.99 
15 24.55 27.26 28.73 28.73 29.40 27.23 
9 
5 33.32 33.08 34.26 34.66 35.09 28.93 
10 27.64 28.45 29.77 29.99 30.39 27.27 
15 24.54 26.19 27.49 27.70 27.90 25.72 
10 
5 34.19 33.57 34.45 34.45 34.30 23.77 
10 28.21 27.68 28.93 28.93 28.60 23.13 
15 24.73 24.43 25.90 25.90 25.37 22.25 
11 
5 34.14 33.36 34.91 34.91 34.60 28.08 
10 28.14 28.30 29.94 29.94 29.56 26.56 
15 24.63 25.96 27.33 27.33 26.99 25.27 
12 
5 33.13 32.76 34.02 34.02 35.04 30.34 
10 27.71 28.26 29.74 29.74 30.27 28.20 
15 24.62 26.18 27.56 27.56 27.96 26.51 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. MHVSIPSNR ??  metric, predicted values for AWGN with 2520 ?? . 
 
Fig. 8. MHVSIPSNR ??  metric, predicted values for AWGN with 10020 ?? . 
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Fig. 9. MHVSIPSNR ??  metric, predicted values for AWGN with 22520 ?? . 
Fig. 8 presents data for 10020 ??  (STD=10). MHVSIPSNR ?? values have increased compared to 
the case of low intensity noise but they remain rather small. Only for the test images ## 3 and 9 it is 
worth applying denoising since MHVSIPSNR ??  is about 1 dB and such improvement can be 
noticed visually [35]. Prediction is accurate enough although up to 1 dB errors can take place (see 
data for the test image # 3 for BM3D filter). The reason for such an error could be that the parameter 
P2σ in no way takes into account regularity of texture exploited in denoising.   
 Finally, Fig. 9 shows data for the largest intensity noise (STD=15). MHVSIPSNR ??  
values are larger than the corresponding values for smaller variances. For some test images (## 3 
and 9), MHVSIPSNR ??  reaches 1.5 dB for the BM3D filter and this indicates that it is worth 
performing filtering. Meanwhile, there are images (## 1, 4, 6, 10, and 11) for which filtering seems 
useless. 
 Let us now analyse the results for other filters. They are presented in Table 2 (similarly to 
Table 1). For low intensity noise (STD=5), there is practically no improvement of visual quality 
characterized by the metric PSNR-HVS-M. Moreover, its values close to 45 dB observed for noisy 
images and output images for the best filters show that noise is invisible in noisy images whilst 
residual noise and distortions due to filtering are also not seen in filtered images.  
 The situation slightly changes for larger STD of the noise. The noise becomes visible for 
noisy images (this happens if PSNR-HVS-M is smaller than 40 dB). Residual noise and distortions 
after filtering are also visible. Even the best filters (BLS-GSM and BM3D) produce quite small 
improvement of visual quality. Other filters either do not considerably change visual quality (NLM 
and TI-WS filters) or make it worse (Geodesic).  
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 Finally, for intensive noise ( 22520 ?? ), BLS-GSM filter usually provides the best noise 
suppression and texture preservation in visual sense. The BM3D is slightly worse. Other filters can 
be ranked as NLM, sliding DCT, TI-WS, Geodesic in the order of performance reduction.  
        
Table 2. Simulation results for test images and different filters, PSNR-HVS-M (dB)  
Image 
index STD Noisy TI-WS BLS-GSM NLM BM3D Geodesic 
1 
5 46.60 46.18 46.52 46.47 46.52 30.89 
10 36.77 35.74 36.89 36.41 36.73 28.90 
15 31.19 29.97 31.46 30.70 31.05 26.44 
2 
5 44.16 43.33 44.17 43.69 44.14 33.16 
10 34.73 33.63 35.10 34.45 34.76 29.96 
15 29.72 28.73 30.36 29.54 29.84 26.90 
3 
5 44.73 44.30 44.93 44.00 45.02 32.83 
10 34.96 34.55 35.72 34.95 35.79 29.95 
15 29.80 29.41 30.98 30.76 30.96 26.90 
4 
5 44.71 43.77 44.70 44.25 44.78 31.49 
10 34.85 33.55 35.18 34.31 35.20 28.78 
15 29.69 28.34 30.31 29.45 30.29 25.96 
5 
5 41.97 40.89 42.03 41.94 41.91 33.97 
10 33.00 31.82 33.40 33.34 32.93 30.15 
15 28.39 27.53 29.13 29.32 28.52 27.19 
6 
5 45.64 45.10 45.63 45.56 45.61 32.20 
10 35.66 34.67 35.86 35.65 35.71 29.95 
15 30.29 29.12 30.69 30.47 30.39 27.42 
7 
5 42.92 42.01 43.02 42.68 42.90 33.64 
10 33.66 32.62 34.10 33.63 33.57 29.89 
15 28.86 27.93 29.60 29.30 28.77 27.46 
8 
5 43.72 42.88 43.95 42.71 43.95 35.69 
10 34.18 33.13 34.84 33.13 34.71 30.53 
15 29.25 28.35 30.29 29.15 30.03 26.92 
9 
5 41.17 40.43 41.68 41.16 41.47 32.83 
10 32.88 32.65 34.09 33.32 33.78 29.90 
15 28.40 28.61 30.12 29.67 29.80 27.27 
10 
5 46.08 45.70 46.02 45.91 46.08 28.24 
10 36.56 35.81 36.72 36.23 36.50 27.21 
15 31.14 30.19 31.40 31.01 30.91 25.71 
11 
5 44.74 43.95 44.75 44.50 44.71 29.69 
10 34.99 33.68 35.27 34.76 34.94 27.97 
15 29.83 28.59 30.32 29.89 29.81 26.01 
12 
5 41.28 40.58 41.63 41.05 41.38 34.42 
10 32.78 32.38 33.72 33.11 33.26 30.76 
15 28.30 28.34 29.80 29.23 29.27 27.76 
 
The results presented in Table 2 also show the following. Even if noise is intensive, denoising does 
not lead to any considerable improvement of image quality. The largest values of IPSNR-HVS-M 
reach about 1.5 dB and this can be treated as noticeable but not great improvement of visual quality. 
Noise suppression is observed visually (especially for large-grain non-intensive textures). However, 
texture smearing takes place as well. 
6.2 Spatially correlated noise case  
Let us study now the results obtained for spatially correlated noise. Recall that potoutMSE  and the 
corresponding IPSNR  are not available for this type of noise. Here, we have five parameters 
characterizing denoising efficiency for each test image and noise standard deviation: two IPSNR  
values for the considered filters, two predicted values for these filters, and the upper bound for fBm-
based approach [26]. Note that the NN predictor has been retrained for the case of spatially 
correlated noise. Its structure remained the same. Accuracy of prediction is at the same level as for 
AWGN, i.e. IPSNR is predicted better than MHVSIPSNR ?? and prediction for the standard DCT-
based filter is slightly better than for the BM3D filter.    
 The data for low intensity noise is presented in Fig. 10. The main conclusions are the 
following:  
1) All five values of IPSNR  for a given test image are quite close;  
2) This means that prediction works well enough and the BM3D filter does not have obvious 
advantages compared to the standard DCT-based filter;  
3) Upper bound determined using the fBm-based approach practically coincides with denoising 
efficiency for the considered filters being closer to IPSNR  for the BM3D filter;  
4) IPSNR  for most considered test images is small and, for 2520 ?? , there is no reason to carry 
out filtering (note that prediction is able to indicate such situations before starting actual denoising 
of texture images);  
5) Comparison of values that correspond to each other in Figures 4 (AWGN) and 10 (spatially 
correlated noise) shows that efficiency of denoising in the latter case is worse (it is more difficult to 
remove spatially correlated noise than AWGN under condition of the same variance).    
 
 
Fig. 10. IPSNR metric, predicted and fBm-based upper bound values for spatially correlated noise 
with 2520 ?? . 
 
Fig. 11. IPSNR metric, predicted and fBm-based upper bound values for spatially correlated noise 
with 10020 ?? . 
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Fig. 12. IPSNR metric, predicted and fBm-based upper bound values for spatially correlated noise 
with 22520 ?? . 
The plots for middle and high intensity spatially correlated noise are given in Figures 11 and 
12, respectively. The conclusions given above are mainly valid for them. The major difference is 
that IPSNR  values increase if noise variance becomes larger (compare the corresponding data in 
Figures 10, 11, and 12). There appear test images for which BM3D outperforms the standard DCT 
filter sufficiently (for the test images ## 3 and 4 for 22520 ?? ) and for which it seems expedient to 
perform denoising (e.g., if IPSNR  is larger than 2 dB).  
 It is worth comparing the DCT and BM3D filters to other known denoising techniques. Note 
that there are not many methods adapted to suppression of spatially correlated noise. On the other 
hand, the methods suited for removing AWGN usually lose their efficiency if they have to suppress 
spatially correlated noise. One method able to remove spatially correlated noise has been proposed 
recently [15]. This is a powerful blind denoising method able to cope with signal-dependent and 
spatially correlated noise. Additive case we analyse here can be considered as a particular case of 
signal-dependent one. Ability to perform filtering blindly is an advantage of the method [15]. 
However, there are several tuning parameters in it and, as we can conclude from our experiments, 
the default values of these parameters do not always provide the best efficiency. Because of this, 
here we present the best (potential) results provided by the method [15]. For this purpose, several 
sets of tuning parameters have been used for a given test image and noise standard deviation, the 
best result (the largest IPSNR or IPSNR-HVS-M) has been found and just these values are presented 
in Tables 3 and 4 (the method [15] is denoted as Col). In parallel, the values of IPSNR and IPSNR-
HVS-M for the DCT-based and BM3D filters adapted to noise spatial correlation are given in Tables 
3 and 4, respectively.  
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 Consider the results for IPSNR presented in Table 3. The results for the filter [15] are very 
similar to those ones for the BM3D filter (and for the DCTF as well). Performance for all of them 
slightly improves for larger variance of the noise, but it is still difficult to denoise most of texture.      
  
Table 3. IPSNR for BM3D, DCT-based and Colom’s filter with optimal parameters, for three 
variance levels 25, 100 and 225 
Image index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Col  
25 
0.06 0.19 0.53 0.36 0.23 0.16 0.19 0.35 0.64 0.15 0.08 0.41 
DCTF 0.04 0.11 0.27 0.02 0.14 0.04 0.1 0.24 0.58 0.04 0.14 0.32 
BM3D -0.01 0.11 0.36 0.13 0.12 -0.01 0.05 0.29 0.63 -0.01 0.05 0.46 
Col  
100 
0.29 0.55 1.24 0.89 0.86 0.36 0.75 1.03 1.52 0.33 0.40 1.18 
DCTF 0.16 0.45 0.73 0.07 0.59 0.23 0.39 0.6 1.38 0.16 0.35 1.02 
BM3D 0.09 0.59 1.26 1.14 0.95 0.42 0.69 1.25 1.58 0.13 0.35 1.50 
Col  
225 
0.51 1.12 1.86 1.48 1.66 0.78 1.40 1.87 2.40 0.54 0.78 1.94 
DCTF 0.28 0.91 1.1 0.22 1.43 0.48 0.89 0.99 2.11 0.28 0.55 1.82 
BM3D 0.34 1.17 2.07 1.86 1.91 0.99 1.48 2.08 2.40 0.42 0.82 2.39 
 
 Here we would like to mention the following. For the filtered images, IPSNR  about 1…2 dB 
does not necessarily mean that visual quality has improved [35] due to denoising compared to the 
original image. Besides, PSNR does not correlate well with visual perception of image quality. 
Meanwhile, HVS-based metric does it better but also not perfectly [35]. Our experience with the 
metric MHVSPSNR ??  [41] shows that improvement of visual quality becomes noticeable if 
MHVSPSNR ??  increases by, at least, 0.5…1 dB.   
 To make the final conclusions, consider simulation data for the metric MHVSIPSNR ?? . 
Here, we have four values for each test image and noise standard deviation, namely, two 
MHVSIPSNR ??  values for the considered filters and two predicted values. Data for low intensity 
noise is represented in Fig. 13. It is seen that practically no improvement of visual quality is 
observed and there is no reason to carry out filtering. Prediction also indicates this.  
The results for middle and high intensities of the noise are shown in Figures 14 and 15. 
Improvements of visual quality are observed for some test images (## 3, 4, 9, and 12) if BM3D filter 
is applied and noise has high intensity. Prediction performs well enough although prediction errors 
up to 1 dB are possible.     
 
Fig. 13. MHVSIPSNR ??  metric and predicted values for spatially correlated noise with 2520 ?? . 
 
 Additional data are presented in Table 4. Again, the results for the filter [15] and the BM3D 
filter are close. If noise variance increases, the performance of the filters improves.  
Let us present a few filtering examples. They are given for spatially correlated noise with 
22520 ??  in Fig. 16. Negative influence of the noise is seen well in Fig. 16, b. The DCT-based filter 
partly removes noise but also smears the textures (Fig. 16, c). Appearance of the processed images is 
better for the BM3D filter (Fig. 16, d) although this is clearly seen only for the textures 4 and 8. This 
agrees well with data in Fig. 15 where MHVSIPSNR ??  for BM3D are considerably larger than 
for the DCT-based filter only for the test images #4 and 8.   
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Fig. 14. MHVSIPSNR ??  metric and predicted values for spatially correlated noise with 10020 ??
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Fig. 15. MHVSIPSNR ??  metric and predicted values for spatially correlated noise with 22520 ??
. 
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Table 4. IPSNR-HVS-M for BM3D, DCT-based and Colom’s filter with optimal parameters 
Image 
index 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Col  
5 
-0.1 0.05 0.47 0.33 0.14 0.00 0.10 0.15 0.78 -0.1 0.00 0.48 
DCTF -0.01 0.06 0.16 -0.07 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.61 0.05 0.00 0.34 
BM3D -0.2 -0.05 0.15 -0.07 -0.07 -0.22 -0.2 -0.06 0.71 -0.12 -0.24 0.47 
Col  
10 
0.20 0.54 1.35 0.99 0.89 0.41 0.68 0.78 1.83 0.25 0.25 1.38 
DCTF 0.00 0.3 0.52 -0.27 0.4 0.12 0.17 0.16 1.44 0.15 0.04 1.03 
BM3D -0.23 0.4 1.15 1.3 0.81 0.29 0.51 0.98 1.7 0.00 -0.06 1.59 
Col  
15 
0.39 1.04 2.00 1.52 1.81 0.76 1.32 1.52 2.67 0.51 0.64 2.19 
DCTF 0.03 0.69 0.82 -0.33 1.21 0.31 0.58 0.29 2.18 0.24 0.11 1.82 
BM3D 0.02 0.97 2.02 2.02 1.8 0.95 1.33 1.77 2.49 0.36 0.43 2.44 
 
    
 
    
 
    
a                                     b                                   c                        d 
Fig. 16. Fragments of the test images ## 4, 8, and 9: a – original image, b – noisy image with 
22520 ?? , c – filtered image by DCT-based filter, d – filtered image by BM3D 
 
 Let us present one more example. A real image of neurons is presented in Fig. 17, a. This 
image is quite complex since it contains many small-sized objects. The noisy image for quite 
intensive AWGN is shown in Fig. 17,b (PSNR=28.55 dB, PSNR-HVS-M=34.25 dB). Noise is visible 
only in small quasi-homogeneous regions. The output of the DCT-based filter is represented in Fig. 
17,c (PSNR=30.19 dB, PSNR-HVS-M=33.98 dB). This is an interesting case when PSNR has 
improved due to filtering whilst visual quality has not improved according to both PSNR-HVS-M 
metric and visual inspection. The output image for the BM3D filter is given in Fig. 17,d 
(PSNR=30.20 dB, PSNR-HVS-M=34.17 dB). Again, there is an improvement according to PSNR, 
but there is no noticeable improvement in visual quality. This example shows that improvement of 
PSNR due to denoising does not guarantee improvement of visual quality. Note also that predicted 
IPSNR is about 1.2 dB and IPSNR-HVS-M is about 0.5 dB for both filters. Thus, prediction also 
shows that it is not worth expecting high efficiency of denoising.    
 
  
a                                                                               b  
  
c                                                                                 d  
Fig. 17. Image of neurons: a – original image, b – noisy image, AWGN with 20 100? ? , c – filtered 
image by the DCT-based filter, d – filtered image by the BM3D filter.  
 
 
Conclusions 
It is confirmed that it is a difficult task to remove noise from texture images or textural 
fragments of real-life images. Essential benefit due to denoising is usually provided only if noise is 
intensive and white. If noise is spatially correlated, benefits due to denoising are worse. The 
problem is not in filtering itself. Both thoroughly considered DCT-based filters are quite close to 
potential limits (upper bound of PSNR) determined in two different ways – for nonlocal approach to 
denoising (applicable for AWGN case only) and for fBm-based approach that is able to deal with 
both AWGN and spatially correlated noise. Other considered filters produce similar or even worse 
results.    
Filter performance in terms of, at least, two quality metrics can be predicted quite accurately, 
especially if the trained NN-based predictor is used. This prediction is fast (faster than the sliding 
DCT-based denoising) since it is carried out using simple statistical parameters determined in a 
limited number of image blocks. Based on this prediction, it seems possible to undertake the 
decision if it is worth filtering a given image or not. We expect that such a decision can be also 
undertaken for textural image fragments under the condition that they are detected within a locally 
adaptive approach to perform filtering.        
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